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Humphrey carries Pa.;
AAcGovern takes Mass.
Motor's Ne«e: At ol the ftoaJ
IWMWi 1 t.m. this aaerarag.
lotcvtstoa naanltlwi and Ike major
wn wire (ervicet acknowledged Sea.
George McGevera as victor at Ike
Maaearhairrta aredaealtal preference
praaary aad Sea. Hakert Hamakrry a*
wtaaer ki Ike Penasytvaaia race.

BY WALTER R HEARS
APPalltkalWrk«r
Sen George McGovern was leading
the
Massachusetts
presidential
primary last night and.
in
Pennsylvania.
Sen
Hubert H.

Humphrey swept to his first victory as
Democratic voters dealt a crippling
double defeat to the White House quest
of Sen Edmunds Muskie
Muskie lost twice in a day, and by
wide margins. Furthermore, he was
running a virtual dead heat with
McGovern for second place in
Pennsylvania after a campaign
concentrated on that state.
For Humphrey, who bypassed
Massachusetts. Pennsylvania delivered
the first major primary in a career of
presidential campaigning thai dales
back 12 years

THE PRESIDENTIAL preference
poll m Pennsylvania was not binding on
national convention delegates. In
separate competition for nominating
votes. Humphrey led for 35. Muskie for
32, McGovern for 12 with seven per
cent of the delegate vote counted
In Pennsylvania. 43 per cent of the
9.565 precincts had been tallied, and
this was the situation
Humphrey 204.109 or 35 per cent.
McGovern 130,175 or 22 per cent
Muskie 128.313 or 22 per cent
Alabama Gov George C Wallace
103,486. or 18 per cent

Landlords air policies

Lease-signing ot issue
By Cindy Suopis
Editorial Editor
Rising sophomores may find
themselves in trouble if they sign an
apartment lease for next year and fail
to sign a University housing contract.
Under the present policy, all noncommuting freshmen and sophomores
must live on campus unless they are
married
or unless there are
extenuating circumstances subject to
review by an appeals board.
However. Doug Valentine, owner of
Valentine Apartments, said five or six
landlords are currently investigating
the possibility of sponsoring a student
who wants to challenge the ruling in
court
VALENTINE declined to name the
landlords involved
Housing officials are urging rising
sophomores not to sign an apartment
lease because their enrollment status
in the University will be cancelled if
they are not registered to live on
campus

Derek Dickinson, assistant dean of
students, said there have been some
cases where a student has already
signed the lease
TOM MEYER a manager for
University Courts and University
Village Apartments, said he had one
case in which he gave back the deposit
to a student.
"It's up to the University and we've
got to follow after them.'' he said
Jim Ostrowski. manager of Winthrop
Terrace Apartments, said his office
does not ask students if they are rismg
sophomores when they sign a lease He
said he heard about the court case
Valentine said a group of landlords are
involved in, but he doesn't know any of
the details
John Protich, landlord at Greenview
Apartments, said he doesn't ask
students if they are rising sophomores,
but he said the landlords must abide bv
the rules of the University.
John Pendleton. realtor, said he asks

students if they are rising sophomores
about 90 per cent of the time He said
he has never heard of the court case
and will continue to follow the policy of
the University.
SPOKESMEN for Campus Manor
Apartments and
Ridge Manor
Apartments said they have never heard
of the possibility of a court case and
they always ask students their
enrollment status
Robert Rudd. director of residence
services, said the housing office will
help students who find themselves in
the predicament of signing a lease for
an apartment and a University housing
contract.
He said the apartment owners should
realize that they wouldn't be here if the
University hadn't been here first.
Commenting on the court case
against the University. Rudd said it
would probably take a long time for the
case to go through the courts and in the
meantime, the student who is filing
would be dropped from the enrollment.

Sen Henry M. Jackson of Washington
20,595, or three per cent.
IN MASSACHUSETTS, with 16 per
cent of the 1.964 precincts counted, the
top of the 12-candidate field stood this
way
McGovern 38.069. or 46 per cent.
Muskie 17.165. 21 per cent.
Wallace 7.964.10 per cent.
Humphrey 6,477, eight per cent.
In Massachusetts. McGovern was
approaching the sweep he had forecast,
leading for 88 convention votes Muskie
led for none. As the statewide winner.
McGovern was assured of 20 firstballot convention votes.
That meant the big name Democrats
who had supported Muskie would
nonetheless have to cast their
convention votes for the South Dakota
senator on the initial convention ballot
THE
REST OF
the
102
Massachusetts delegates were
apportioned among the
12
congressional districts
Pennsylvania was electing 137 of its
182 delegates to the convention
Humphrey's Pennsylvania victory
was sure to resound in the campaign
for the Ohio primary, which will pick
153 convention votes next Tuesday
McGovern appeared likely to emerge
as a formidable foe and perhaps the
chief rival to Humphrey in Ohio.
President Nixon was a runaway
victor in the Republican preference
poll In Massachusetts, where he was
gaining 79 per cent of the vote.
REP. PAUL N. McCloskey Jr of
Claifornia. who urged votes for himself
in the GOP balloting and for McGovern
in the Democratic primary as protests
against administration war policy, was
picking up a 15 per cent Republican
share McCloskey had withdrawnasan
official candidate
Rep. John M Ashbrook of Ohio had
five percent.
There was no GOP preference
contest in Pennsylvania.

Ian Anderson, 'ringleader' of Jethro Toll, writes
music for the group and plays the flut*. Tull
performed to a capacity crowd Monday night in
Anderson Arena. Sea related story on page seven.

Candidate backers
to hold discussion
A
panel
discussion
with
representatives of the presidential
candidates on the Ohio primary ballot
will be held tomorrow at 7 p.m. in 105

Banna Hall.
The program. "Let Them Speak."
will be moderated by Dr Richard
Giardina. assistant professor of
political science Other panelists will
include representatives for Sens
Hubert Humphrey. George McGovern.
Edmund Muskie and Henry Jackson
and former Sen Kugene McCarthy.
Speakers will be Jerry Brown of the
Humphrey headquarters in Columbus:

Joan Burda. sophomore IA&S),
Muskie, Dr. Dennis Anderson,
assistant professor of political science.
McCarthy; Dr. Paul Parnell. professor
of English. McGovern; and Linda A
File of Bowling Green. Jackson
Greg Jackson, director of the Office
of Voter Facilitation, said the
discussion will include a five-minute
platform presentation by each
representative, followed by a question
and-answer period
The discussion is sponsored by the
Office of Voter Facilitation and is free
and open to the public-

Student feedback obtained through evaluations
t

Editor's Note: The followlag Is the
first article in a two-part series on
student evaluations of professors aad
courses.

By Kathy Fraie
Editor
Just two years ago the College of
Business Administration took what was
then considered a revolutionary move
and required all departments to
conduct
student
evaluations of
instructors at the end of each quarter
Some faculty members had been
using evaluations of their own for
several years in an attempt to gain
concrete feedback from their students
concerning teaching methods and the
effectiveness of their courses

But the College of Business
Administration was the first to require
such evaluations
THE REQUIREMENT came in the
middle of one of the most disruptive
years on the nation's college campuses-the year of the first moratorium
against the Indochina war. the year of
President Nixon's order to invade
Cambodia, and the year of the Kent
killings.
It was also the year students began to
vocally demand some input in the
professor-course evaluation process
Four faculty members either were
fired or resigned during the winter of
1970. claiming their departments were
placing too much emphasis on
research, publication and obtaining

Hiwiffcf*t by Miry I

The student .valuation form shown above is one of
the many types of forms used to rate professors
and course*. This particular form is used frequently
by the Cottage of Arts ond Sciences.

doctoral degrees and not enough on
their effectiveness in the classroom.
Although many departments had
already been studying the possibility of
setting up some sort of student
evaluation system, the controversy
surrounding these four faculty
members sparked a campus-wide
demand for evaluations
Student Council requested that
students fill out an evaluation form
while registering for spring 1970
classes
ACCORDING to student body
president Jeff Sherman, who worked
with Student Council that year, the
project yielded enough responses to
give at least two or three evaluations
for each class held that quarter
However, that wasn't enough to give
a fair evaluation of each professor.
Student Council stepped aside and let
the colleges and departments take over
for a while. But last fall. Student Body
Organization iSBOl officers decided
that wasn't quite enough and once
again set up a student-operated
evaluation system.
Under the new system, students fill
out a form concerning the instructor's
lectures,
tests, assignments and
attitudes;
texts,
materials and
structure of the course; and the worth
of the course. Forms are returned to
SBO and results kept on file in 405
Student Services Bldg.
Bill
Arnold,
recently elected
coordinator for academic affairs, said
the response at the end of fall quarter
was "not great." Winter quarter
response was "fair."
ARNOLD SAID the biggest problem
with the system right now is informing
students about the evaluations. Until
SBO receives a larger number of
responses, he said he doesn't think
they'll yield any significant results.
Both Sherman and Arnold said they'd
eventually like to publish the results,
although Arnold admitted he didn't
know how the faculty would respond to
publication.

In spite of student bodv efforts,
departmental or college-administered
evaluation systems are still the most
prevalent programs on campus
This winter Academic Council
reaffirmed
its
stand
that
"recommendations for promotion or
merit increase must be accompanied
by results of student evaluations over a
period of three consecutive quarters."
However, the council left it up to the
departments or colleges to determine
how the student evaluations would be
obtained.
IN THE COLLEGE of Business
Administration, every department uses
the same two-question form.
Harry Lasher, assistant dean in the
college, said the business form is
"open-ended" so the student can "tell
it like it is."
The student is asked what he
considers significant about
the
instructor and what he believes could
improve his or her teaching
effectiveness.
He then assigns the instructor a
letter grade
"In effect, we re asking him what
tums him off about the course and what
turns him on." Lasher said
Distribution of evaluation forms is
rigidly controlled. The instructor is
required to leave the classroom while
students fill out the forms and may
return only after a student collects all
the forms and deposits them at the
college office. Students are not
required to sign their names.
Not until final grades are turned in
can faculty members see their
evaluations.
THE PROCESS within the College of
Arts and Sciences is similar, although
no standard evaluation form is used.
Dr. Donald Ragusa. assistant dean in
the college, said the most common
evaluation form is the 50-question
Illinois form or a 24-question version of
it.
The form includes a list of
statements to which the student must

respond with strong agreement,
agreement, disagreement or strong
disagreement.
Statements include such opinions as
"overall, the course was good."
"homework assignments were helpful
in understanding the course." and
'' excellent course content
The form also has an optional section
in which the instructor can make
statements pertaining to his particular
course
DR. RAGUSA labeled the forms a
"forced choice technique" because,
with only four available answers, the
student can't "cop out by flipping an
answer in the middle or neutral
category."
He admitted the computer forms
have some drawbacks since they don't
measure some vital aspects of the
course, such as whether or not the
instructor was willing to discuss
problems with individual students or
whether he was able to communicate
clearly and effectively to the class
The College of Education has
delegated authority to administer
evaluations to the individual
departments
According to Dr William York.

chairman of the department of
education, the Illinois form is also the
most popular among his faculty.
However, some instructors have
created forms of their own which are,
designed to evaluate the particular
courses they teach
ONE INSTRUCTOR
in
the
department devised a system by which
students turn in an evaluation after
each class meeting Not only do they
evaluate the instructor's performance
and contributions, they also rate
themselves and their classmatessomething which isn't covered in most
computer forms
Although permitting each instructor
to use whatever form he chooses is
often confusing. Dr. York said the
individualized forms allow instructors
to obtain feedback that is more
relevant to their particular fields of
interest.
if the primary concern tof student
evaluations I is to compare Instructor A
to Instructor B. then the generalized
form works." Dr York said.
But. if the purpose is to help
Instructor A. regardless ol Instructor
11 s performance, the personalized
form is better."

OPAC antiwar rally
planned for tonight
Members of the University's Ohio
Peace Action Council tOPACi are
holding an antiwar rally tonight at 7:30
in front n! Williams Hall
James Kellar. faculty advisor of
OPAC at the University, will speak
"about the bombing of Indochina and
what we i students) can do about ending
the war."
According to Kellar. tonight is a
"good time to talk about the escalation
of the war and protest bombing."

KAREN BELL, vice president of
OPAC. said the rally is open to the
public and anyone can speak as long as
the talks are "relevant to the war."
Ms Bell said she is trying to line up
faculty members to speak about
American involvement in Indochina
and draft resistance.
At present, she is not sure who will be
speaking, but as far as she is
concerned, "whoever shows up. shows
up; whatever happens, happens."

Pat* 2/Th. M New*, WriMioiy, April 34, 1972

oppose fees
„'' It's becoming increasingly apparent that the 18-year-old vote
.and subsequent demands for an 18-year age of majority are going
into cause some painful headaches for both University
• administrators and state legislators.
Rumblings from landlords challenging the University's housing
regulations are just one indication of the trouble to come.
Out-of-state fees are another.
Just this year students won the right to register to vote in their
i college towns, regardless of where their parents live.
Local elections officials were forced to give in to arguments
(hat the student who lives in this town for nine months out of 12
should be able to vote here
The student won in one case. However, a problem arises when
that student's parents live in another state. Ohio recognizes him
as a resident of this state for voting purposes, but he is still
getting a bill from the University each quarter with an out-ofstate surcharge tagged on at the bottom.
It's such a glaring contradiction that we wonder how anyone"out-of-state" students. University administrators or state
legislators-can quietly accept or enforce it.
How can a person be an Ohio resident in one instance and not in
another'' It's like saying a pregnant woman is only pregnant from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m or a dead man is only dead every first and third
week of the month.
We recommend that the University and the state take a long,
hard look at out-of-slate fees, and we suggest that concerned
students let administrators know exactly what they think of
residential doubletalk.
Tonight at 7 an ad hoc committee on student residential status
will meet with Dr Michael Ferrari, coordinator of planning ana
budgeting, in 201 Hayes Hall to discuss out-of-state fees.
If you're concerned about fees, there's no excuse for missing
' this meeting, because the state will never give up its out-of-state
money making ventures if the people bearing the burden of this
practice don't even take the time to forcefully oppose it.

food survey
The University Food Service F.valuation Committee proposed
Monday to prepare a survey on the deficiencies in the food service
program.
The Committee said the results of the survey will aid food
services in meeting the needs of dining hall consumers, and will
be open to complaints and suggestions.
Our complaint is that one of the main deficiencies in the present
program is the meal coupon policy.
The minimum requirement of $160 of coupon books each
quarter is absurd. What about the students who eat more or less
than others?
Some students run out of coupons before the end of the quarter
and pay for additional coupons while others fail to use the
quarter's supply.
We hope the committee will use the surveys to take into
consideration the need for a more flexible meal coupon policy
that satisfies the different eating habits of all students.

'THERE WILL BE CERTAIN RESTRICTIONS TO MY TESTIMONY . .

primary perspectives

Humphrey-promising candidate
ByThomaiG.MelecM
Gaest Student Colamalst
Editor'! Note: The following It Ike last
of a series of columns describing the
assets of the presidential candidates oa
the May I Ohio primary ballot.
Four years after suffering a razor thin
defeat to Richard M Nixon in the 1968
presidential race, former Vice President
and once again United States Senator
Hubert Humphrey is back.
This spring he is seeking the
Democratic party's mandate to once
more do battle with Mr Nixon. Should he
procure that mandate, and reverse the
outcome of the 1968 election, he will
assume the most powerful political
office in the western world.
However, if Mr. Humphrey fails to win
either this year's nomination or fall
election, he will return to the Senate and
be a still prominent voice on Capitol Kill.
It is undeniable that the Minnesota
Senator has found little support on the
nation's college campuses, and

practically none here in the BGSU
community. Many tend to believe that
the reason for this is that, although a
long time liberal, Hubert Humphrey is
viewed as being too much of an
"establishment" person.
It is true that when he is compared to
such candidates as Ms Chisholm or Sen.
McGovern or even Gov. Wallace, he
appears to be very much
"establishment."
SENATOR HUMPHREY does indeed
have many long - held ties with the
traditionally dominant factions of the
Democratic party. Possibly more than
any other candidate, he is the choice of
organized labor in the nomination
sweepstakes
He is widely accepted by moderate
black organizations and leaders He is.
quite familiar with, and well received by
party regulars and professionals from all
classes-affluent, middle and poor
This diversified popularity with the
party's backbone of support is reflected
in both the primary results and the

Lerrers.
english council adopts policy
tatement of NCTE Policy on Grading
The Board of Directors of the National
Council of Teachers of English (1111
lenyon Road, Hrbana. Illinois 618011 has
dopted the following five propositions
s statements of policy and urges that
ICTE seek means to put these
tatements of policy into action
1 Reporting of a child's progress in the
arly years should be done through
Methods other than the assignment of a
etter or numerical grade Rather, the
reporting of a child's progress should be

strike
! Hopefully, there is no need to tell the
|tudent body of the recent escalation of
fie war in Vietnam President Nixon's
Alan for "Vielnamizalion" has obviously
(ailed
It is only by carrying out the heaviest
tombing of the war, that the Thieu
egime hangs on in Saigon
May 2 is primary day in Ohio, it is also
to mark the beginning of a series of
vents across the sute designed to stop
he war in Vietnam
MANY STUDENTS probably feel
rustrated after years of demonstrating
jid striking and believe that these
ictivities have no bearing on what takes
•lace in Washington
On May 2 we. as voting members of
kociety have a chance to help determine
»ho will be making decisions concerning
i'ietnam in the future Four more years
if Richard Nixon none of us want.
Vote Mav 2 to eet rid of Richard Nixon
Strike May 4 to show the people of Ohio
hat 1972 will mark the end of the war in
Vietnam
Graduate StudentStudent Strike Committee
Charles Cohn
145 Manville

through regular conferences based upon
anecdotal records, comparative samples
of a child's growth in skills and his
growth toward achieving other goals that
the community and the school might
have set.
2. After the early years, at all
educational levels, only passing grades
(Pass or A-B-C or any other symbols
distinguishing levels of passing
performance) should be recorded on a
student's permanent record
3. If a student has progressed in a
course, but has not completed it when
the calendar indicates the term is over,
he may either withdraw without penalty
or request a temporary mark of
Incomplete, subject to his later
completing the work by a date agreed
upon by the student and the instructor.

which instructors report the "actual"
performance of the students in terms or
symbols other than Pass or A-B-C or any
other symbols distinguishing levels of
passing performance.

Submitted by
Wallace L. Pretzer
Executive Sec.
English Assoc. of NW Ohio

This policy statement was passed by the

landlord survey
The following is an answer to Eric
Heckler's letter about the housing
situation in Bowling Green.

His last paragraph is evidently a direct
cut at the landlord survey which we are
running Although it obtains information
about
the landlord and apartment itself,
4. An instructor should not be required
to record grades A-B-C or any other this year's survey was designed to feel
symbols distinguishing levels of passing out support for the establishment of a
performance if the course has been taken "model lease."
A model lease is a standard lease made
by the student on a Pass basis
up by Student Housing Association which
would not contain any bad clauses such
' The institution will maintain no as entry or carpet cleaning.
second set of books, no secret file in
The model lease was chosen as an
issue because it is the easiest to execute,
just requiring everyone to say I won':
sign unless the landlord uses the SHA
The BG News welcomes all letters to lease.
the editor and opinion columns Letters
IF THIS COULD be enacted, other
may comment on any other letter,
issues such as security deposits or high
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol 300 rents could be attacked using the
words typewritten We ask that organization gained in getting a model
columns be no more than lour typed lease. So far. without accurate
tabulation, the support is about split.
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit This is out of the returns received back
all submissions that exceed these from the 4.000 sent out.
SHA has the information on getting
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
organized from National Tenant's
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the Organization, Ann Arbor and Kent State.
Myself and another SHA member
authors name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the traveled to Kent State in February to
Editor, co The BG News. 106 observe their attempts to organize a
Tenant Union. At their first meeting,
University Hall
after 7,000 leaflets, radio. TV, and

let's hear from you

Board of Directors in the form in which
it is here printed.

newspaper ads. only 20 attended.
My hope is that such is not the case in
Bowling Green. SHA is also sending a
delegation to observe the situation in
Ann Arbor.
And as a final note I might add that
SHA is open to all students and we will
welcome all help from Mr. Heckler or
anyone.
Michael Berthoff
SHA Member

stop staples
Our astute Democratic colleagues, the
local McGovern supporters, have stated
tome very noble positions relative to the
preservation of our natural environment
We heartily agree with their alleged
position. Believing that deeds speak
louder than words, we respectfully
request that Mr. McGovern's supporters
cease their thoughtless stapling of trees
in their efforts to politicize the campus.
We trust that our colleagues will take
immediate action to rectify their
negligence.
William Cleaver
Cleaver Nurseries
Gary Bailey
Rodfers

Wesley W. Harris
Lot 19 Northland Ct.
Ada, Ohio

actions such as a board that supervises
opinion polls.
He has finished no lower than a very not only wages and prices but also
strong third (by 1 per cent in Wisconsin l profits, he hopes to revive what
in any primary he has thus far entered. Democrats contend is a slipping
And by the most recent Gallup Polls, it is economy.
indicated that Senator Humphrey is the
He advocates the federalization of the
nationwide choice for the Democratic welfare system, believing that the
nomination, with a solid 31 per cent of national government can and will be a
those sampled in his corner.
more generous administrator of this
Compare this to Sen Muskie's program.
He looks for the enactment of a health
spectacularly poor primary finishes and
Sen. McGovern's still low i 5 per cent l care insurance to guarantee quality
Gallup standing. Clearly. Muskie is medical care for every person
failing fast and McGovern is not as everywhere in the nation.
widely accepted as the Wisconsin
primary might lead one to believe. This
HE CALLS FOR AN overhaul of the
leaves Sen. Humphrey, of the three front entire criminal justice system, starting
with improvement of police personnel
runners, the most promising candidate.
and facilities, continuing to expansion of
the criminal court system, and
culminating with the reorientation of our
penal system from one of punishment
and isolation to honest rehabilitation.
Hubert Humphrey, since first entering
WHILE THE FACT that Hubert the Senate in 1949, has proven his
Humphrey's ties with the Democratic awareness of pressing issues not only
establishment give him a very real through his voting record, but through
chance for the nomination, they do not his outspoken leadership of floor fights
restrict his liberal idealism.
for well conceived and progressive
He has long been branded for his solutions.
involvement in the Johnson
He continues to be a leader in
administration and its Indochina policy. developing legislation to solve key
Although at the time he was most sincere problems in agriculture, rural
on the matter. Sen. Humphrey today has development, tax reform, arms control,
recognized that American involvement environmental protection, revenue
in Vietnam was a mistake. He now states sharing, and on and on.
For the student who is looking for a
that our military involvement in
Southeast Asia should be terminated at man who combines enough political
once, and he contends that we should now realism to gain the nomination, while
set a date for the total withdrawal and retaining true political idealism, the
for the ending of all military operations.
candidacy of Senator Hubert Humphrey
Though the Vietnam War may be the might prove strongly attractive
dominant issue to most of us in the
college community, it is not the only
issue this year. Sen. Humphrey has taken
solid stands on a host of other problems.
Though these issues may be less flashy
than Vietnam involvement, they are just
as likely to rip our society apart if
neglected.
He has called for the establishment of
a public service employment to provide
jobs for America's almost 6 million
unemployed. Through this, and other

opinion
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State Senate

Secead District

One to be elected, salary $12,750.
term (our years.
Democrat

than any other member of the
Legislature in the last session. One of
the best attendance records on roll call
votes in each of the six years served in
the Senate. Vice-chairman of the
powerful Ways and Means Committee
Member of Ohio Constitutional
Revision Commission and Ohio War
Orphans Scholarship Board U.S. Air
Force veteran.

and Physical Education Instructor.
1972 President-Elect of local
association My speciality of speech
and communications has helped me to
encourage voter education and
registration programs. I have worked
hard to inform the public about new
developments affecting their tax
dollars I hope to represent you in 72
Retort Allea Sank-Box 124.
Arlington. Ohio 45814. Age. 32.
Education -1961 -B.S -Otterbein
1962-Received scholarship-Graduate
Training-Miami. 1966-Masters Degree-St. Xavier University. PresentlvDoctorate Candidate-BGSU
Occupation-SuperintendentArlington School
Training and experience-For the
entire year we fought to keep our
district alive, spending more time in
Columbus than our Legislators This
contact without Legislators certainly
awakened me to the fact that special
interests are far more importar' to
these men than the kids of this State.

Howard A. KaJgM-R R No 1.
Risingsun. Ohio; Age. 45.
Education-Attended Perry Center
Country School. Fostoria Pigh School
and Purdue University.
Occupation-Life Underwriter.
Training and experience-During my
years in the legislature I have
advanced to Chairman of the combined
Agriculture. Commerce and Labor
Committee. This experience in
legislative leadership has provided
training and experience in government
impossible to obtain elsewhere My
years of experience in business is
valuable in evaluating the economic
impact proposed legislation would have
upon the people in my district

Republican

Keaaeta M. Hawley -204 West Cherry
Street. Clyde. Ohio; Age. 26
Education-Bay Village Graduate:
Bowling Green State University. B.S
and Masters of Education in
Administration, working toward
Doctorate.
Occupation-Instructor.
Eighth
Grade English. 1'igh School Driver's
Education
Training and experience-1967-68
Sandusky YMCA. Elementary Health

Paal E. GUlmor-2253 Sand Road.
Port Clinton. Ohio 43452; Age. 33.
Education-University of Michigan
Law School iJ.D degree). Ohio
Wesleyan University iB.A degree),
graduate of Old Fort IMgh School
Occupation-Attorney.
Training and experience -Presently
serving as State Senator. Principal
sponsor of more bills enacted into law

State House of
Representatives

One to be elected, salary J12.750.
term two years.

Interested In Meeting Government Leaders?

TODAY
CALl 372-1706 OR 372-4401
MEETING APRIL 26. 7:00

□

351 EDUCATION BLDG.

ClffTftOHAlU)

IWOAPENNtJ

]
□
n
□
Q
(1
□

a boy and girl searching for life!
A NORLOWIDC PICTURE

aatiHB

first come - first served
basis

OFFICE
Winthrop South - 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
Open 9-5

Phone 352-9135

One to be elected, salary 130.000.
term six year
Full term commencing Jan 1,1973
Democrat
iM.Aaderaia 834 Clifton Hills
Terrace. Cincinnati, Ohio. 45220; Age.
33.
Education -Kenyon College A.B—
Yale University J.D.
Occupation--Attorney: Partner.
Peck. Shaffer & Williams. Cincinnati.
Ohio
Training and experience; My
(raining and adult life have been with
the law At 33,1 have been in the active
practice of law for nearly nine years.
During this time I have had
considerable opportunity to deal with
state and local government throughout
Ohio. This experience has made me
aware not only of the problems in
existing areas of the law. but also of the
challenge of emerging areas of law

A Career of
Rewarding Opportunity
D A*

Your OaMaaai Caaaav

tor About Caraan in Podiatry.
Thrj SpacialU-ad FraM. Daahng
WHt. Tha Madical And Surgical
Tta.tm.nt Ot Foot Duordari.
Naadi Many Mora Man And
»»oman.
B. A Doctor Of
Podiatric Madiera!

■fritHl><KKrft66iririJiri,irj

Ohio And The Nation
Need More Foot Doctors
■tr-tr-h-lr-k-te-tr-tr-k-Cr-ir-tr-k-ktr-ki

GEORGE McGOVERN
HENRY J. ANNA
EMILY S. BUCKMAN
EDWARD A. ICOVE
MIRIAM R. JACKSON
RICHARD R. MAULDIN, JR.
ELIZABETH MILLER
DANIEL S. NEWMARKER

□
Q
0
D
□
D

GRACE PENN
JANET E. RAFFEL
ROBERT M. RUSSELL
LARRY D. SANDER
MIRIAM SCHWARTZ
ELAINE STEGINSKY

□ WILLIAM C. SPRAGENS
□ MARTHA L. THOMASES
D EILEEN TROYER
D KATHLEEN WALSH
D DONA JEAN WALTER
□ BERNARD J. WOHL

i i.l. OEOBCB MaGOVaBM

a

nm <>.i.. fa. r m •>

EDMUND S. MUSKIE
Q JOSEPH W. BARTUNEK

1

□
G
D
□
□
D

□

NAPOLEON A. BELL
FRED A. BESHARA
ALLAN F. COHN
MYRON L. DALE
MARGARET MARY FOX
SUE E. GREER

a
□
□
□
[I
U

JOHN F. HAYWARD
ANGELINE E. KARLINGER
WILLIAM AMBROSE LAYELLE
HELEN J. LYONS
CONNIE RICHARD
CHARLES L. SENCI

D
□
□
□
□
□

GALE MARLENE SHAMANSKY
JEANNINE B. TAKACS
MARY ALICE TIMMINS
MARVIN L. WARNER
ELLEN R WELD
JEFFREY MARC YAPALATER

□
□
□
D
□
□

WM. F. ONEIL, JR.
WILHELM N. SMYTHE

□
□
□
□
□
□

PATRICK A. SWEENEY
RUSSELL THOMPSON
ABRAHAM LINCOLN TOSTI
CHARLES DAVID VAUGHN
MARCELLA E. WARD
MICHAEL R. WHITE

□
Q
□
D
□
Q

F. TIMOTHY DEEGAN
AERIEAL D. FULLER
JAMES P. KELLEY
SHEILA MURPHY
MICHAEL J. NOBLE
PEARL O'BANNON

Q
D
□
□
D
D

MARGARETA S. POWERS
ROBERT E. SAFFOLD
E. L. SCHWARTZMILLER
ROSE ANNE SWEENEY
CLARENCE R THOMPSON
EARL R. VALENTINE

□
D
D
D
D
D

CHRIS JONES
ALBERT L. KUNZ
WILLIAM C. LEWIS, JR.
JANE MEDLONG
SCOTT C. MEDLONG
VALERIE NEWELL

D
□
D
□
□
D
D

CANDYCE PETRIE
THEODORE PETRIE
JEFF L. POLZIN
MARY LEE POLZIN
PHILLIP D. SCHULTZ
MICHAEL STOCKDALE
RUTH C. VAN WORMER

Plral CT.ir. for PiaUM. EDMUND S Ml'**!*
8r*«n. Ch.ir. far 1'iaihnl. JOHN J. GILLIGAN

□
□
D
□
□
□
□

□

Plral < hoW for PinMnl

HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
BABETTE BLAUSHILD
MELANIE BRAITHWAITE
JOHN R. DeBONIS
FRANCES DUSH
JOHN D. FLECKNER, JR
LARRY GHEE
LEON GRACE, JR.

CHARLES S. HARNETTY
FLORINE E. JAMES
DONNA LASTER
PATRICIA A. MCDONALD

]
□
□
□
□
D
n

□□

Pint ("ha-Jra Ur PiMl4.aU

HENRY M. JACKSON
IDA ALEXANDER
MAX BUNIN
JOHANNA S. CARDEN
MURIEL J. CLINE
BERNADETTE E. COFFEY
MAUREEN T. COONEY
JUANITA E. DAVIS

""" <"fc«W. far PinHral. BSNBT M. JACaSOM
I Caalrr f.r rr~M.nl. TBOHAS ». POUT

D

□
D
D

□

Plrat Catoir* far ftalllrt

EUGENE

j.

MCCARTHY

CHERYL BERES
UNI)A S. BERES
PHILIP J. DENNEY
DONALD B. HANGE
LEWIS HARRIS
TONY HARRISON

FkrM C-.laa far PraaMaal. IVO»B I. MaOAaTHV

OHIO PODIATRY ASSOCIATION
2025 RIVERSIDE DR. COLUMBUS. OHIO 43221

w

nrat cailn tat PwaMaat

Fir* Ctela. far r.mU.*t. 11 RUT ■. HIIMrBBrTT
Sraaa. OwVa far FrraUaal JOSBFB T. rKBCIIBON

PODIATRISTS

- •

I Ckaira far Pi nllnC JOSS W. DOUGLAS

North & South

Apartments Assigned on a

William BarfcrMce Brows -80 West
5th Street. Chillicothe. Ohio 45601; Age.
59
Education-Chillicothe. Ohio grade
and high schools-Williams College A.B.
Harvard University 1.1 .It
Occupation-Attorney at Law 1196719721
Training and experience-Judge,
Court of Appeals. Fourth District of
Ohio I elected l 1960-67; Presiding Judge
1965-67. First Democrat elected since
district organized in 1912 Judge.
Chillicothe Municipal Court I elected)
1957-1961, Ross Countv-jurisdiction
Judge. Second Circuit Court. Territory
of Hawaii 1951-1955 (appointed by
President Truman, confirmed by US
Senate i Common Pleas. Probate.
Juvenile jurisdiction. Substitute Judge.
Hawaii Supreme Court 1951-1955.
Treasurer-Insurance CommissionerSecurities Commissioner-Bank
Examiner-Territory of Hawaii 19471951. Judge. Court of Tax Appeals,
Territory of Hawaii 1946-1947. Chief
Attorney. OP.A.. Washington. D.C.
1942-1943.
Attorney, OP A.,
Washington, D.C. 19421943

For Alternate-at-Large to the National Convention
Mark only one large square if voting for an entire slate of alternates
pledged to the same first choice for President. If yon wish to vote singly
for alternate candidates, do not mark the lurge square but Instead mark
nineteen small squares at the left of each sui h candidate's name.

nm Ckaka fa. r

WINTHR0P TERRACE
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS
for Fall Quarter and
Summer School

Ohio Supreme Court

WOOD COUNTY, OHIO
a. To rote for all candidates in • (trooping, pledged to the same First Choice for President, place an "X" in not more than one of the large
rectangular spaces preceding the First Choice for President of such candidates.
b. To vote singly for not more than 19 candidates, place an "X" in the rectangular space at the left of each such candidate's name.
c. If you tear, soil, deface or erroneously mark this ballot return it to the precinct election rfflciala and obtain another ballot.

Then Join The Young Republicans

Coming next week!

Charles F. Karl ess -9449 Reitz Road.
Perrysburg; Age. 42.
Education--Troy-Luckey
IMgh
School. Bachelor of Arts Degree.
Bowling Green State University.
Graduate
Work.
Public
Administration, Wayne State
University Juris Doctor Degree. Ohio
State University.
Occupation-Attornev at Law

such as environmental control which
must be met if the quality of our
society and the laws upon which it rests
are to improve. By seeking this office
of Justice of the Supreme Court I hope
to offer the voters a clear choice in
terms of age. energy, dedication,
interest, and the training and
experience of a broad based civil
practice.

OFFICIAL DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BALLOT

Interested In Working For Candidates?

EjUTMANOOUm-

Clyde A Braoas in 4 Main Street.
Haskins. Ohio 43525, Age. 55
Education -A B Degree from
Bowling Green State University; post
graduate engineering training; flight
training in Air Corps, graduated and
completed three phases of training in
heavy bombers (B-17). 11 months in
European Theater as combat pilot. 30
years in food business Graduate of Air
Force Instrument Flying School.
Occupation-Four years as a pilot and
flight instructor; thirty years as
businessman; twenty years managing
rental property
Training and experience-I love this
country, and have put my life on the
line many times for her. I think my
experience as a pilot and as a
businessman give me a basic practical
background that many of our
legislators seem to lack. I served 10
years in local government, and have a
good working knowledge of the
Scriptures and the Constitution I feel
that our decisions must be made on
these eternal principles.

Training and experience -My legal
training and experience as a practicing
attorney and my legislative experience
as State Representative from this area
and as House Speaker contribute to my
ability to effectively represent this
district.

This Space Donated As A Public Service By The BG NEWS

YOUNG REPUBLICANS

/

Republican

topog«6
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Where Thrifty Shopping is a Pleasure"
A*

GreatScot

THESE LOW PRICES
ARE GOOD FOR ONE FULL WEEK

IHIINDI Y fOOO STORfS

ECKRICH

SPLIT BROILERS.
DICKim

WITH THIS GREAT SCOT COUPON

KRAFT

MIRACLE WHIP
K

LB

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

^_

33*

ECKRICH

,,, 49*

SAUSAGE

LI
, PKC.

BOLOGNA.

GRAPEFRUIT

5

ECKRICH

COUNTRY STYLE BULK

u» 39c

& 89*
- 99«

WIENERS....

LB

59*

LB. (JO*

SMORGAS.

PKG.

PORK CUTLETS

L.

89*

79

■

ECKRICH

GOOD THROUGH MAY 1, It71

LB. BAG # U

SLENDER SLICED ME ATS.....«£ 39*

GUARANTEED LOWEST TOTAL FOOD COST...SINCE 1965
HILLS BROS.

SEAWAY TWIN PACK

SEAWAY FROZEN

POTATO
CHIPS
FRENCH'S

STRAWBERRIES
»> oz.

c

INSTANT
COFFEE

29°

WISHBONE DELUXE

Spaghetti Sauce Mix 19

French Dressing .«. 33°

Glad Bags

SEVENSEASCREAMY

ARMOUR

„w«.38c

LIBBY DEEP BROWN

Pork & Beans

$

„«6/ 1

BETTY CROCKER

Italian Dressing

.oz.36°

Potted Meat

KRAFT

HOZ. _

KITTY

c

1000 Island Dressing 58

Salmon

LIBBY

VET'S

Tapioca Pudding.....,.K 58c

Cut Beets

CONTAOINA

TENDERLEAF DEALPACK
TENOERLEAFOEAI

Tomato Paste

.oz 6/$1

Tea Bags.

,»M5/$1

Dog Food

e

„CT. 39

Palmolive Liquid

.J2 0Z

EASY ON

„.<>, 16°
e

.«. 15

Spray Starch

^ 38

LEMON

B«J»,

Johnson's Pledge....,<* 79
PINE LIQUID

»o,6/$1

Lestoil Cleaner.

21 OZ

Borateem

41 OZ.

GENERAL MILLS

.H»CT.

Bugles.

,oz39c

EDON ASSORTED

HUNTSSLICED
& HALVED

PEACHES

DETERGENT

FOOD STORAGE

APPIAN WAY PLAIN

Pizza Mix

10 oz.

KETCHUP

TOILET
TISSUE

QUANTITY
RIGHTS
RESERVED

GreatScot
FMIHDU FOOD STORES

THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT!

j

Th. M Mew.. Weckveedwy, Apes' lb 1»71/Pease J

Faculty stalled
on unionization

Shows, exhibits planned
■■■■:

Moore kicks off Week

While steps have been taken to establish collective
bargaining procedures on two other Ohio campuses, the
faculty here "is doing nothing,'' according to Dr. Maurice
Mandell. president of the local chapter of the American
pUtociation of University Professors (AAUP).
Faculty members at Ashland and Baldwin-Wallace
Colleges took action this month to establish collective
bargaining procedures at their schools.
The Ashland faculty will decide May 9 whether or not it
will unionize in an election set up by the National Labor
Relations Board <M.RB>
IF FACULTY members vote in favor of unionization, then
Ashland s chapter of the AAUP will become the official
bargaining agent, representing the faculty on wage and
contract issues
The proposal for the election came after 43 Ashland faculty
members were fired, according to the OU Post at Ohio
University
Baldwin-Wallace faculty has voted to circulate pelitions
instead of holding an election on unionization
However, if the administration refuses to recognize the
AAUP as the bargaining agent for the Baldwin-Wallace
faculty, then an NLRB election similar to Ashland s will be
planned
Robert D
Lingswiler. Baldwin-Wallaces AAUP
president, said the decision was prompted by the economic
slump which has caused salary freezes at Baldwin-Wallace
and dismissals at other schools

Stressing the importance
of the presence of foreign
students on this campus.
President Hollis A Moore
Jr opened the eighth annual
International
Week
observance Monday night
In a speech in the Grand
Ballroom. Union. Dr Moore
explained the importance of
international
contacts,
which he said could have
prevented much of today's
world conflicts had they
been maintained throughout
history by the American
government
Contacts with
inter
Mtkmal students "at a
scholarly
level" are
especially important, he
■aid The contribution of
international students to the
community is of great value,
he added

President and Ms. Hollis A. Moore Jr. glance
at some of the art works contributed by the
international

students.

President

Moore

kicked off International Week with speech in
the Grand Ballroom Monday night.

"THE REAL
story
tonight is the work we see
around us." Dr Moore said.

SBO considers consumer plan
The Slate and CommunityAffairs division of the
Student Body Organization
t SBO I will meet tomorrow
night at 7 in 405 Student
Services Bldg to study the
proposal
to form
a
consumer protection agency
at the University
The proposal came as a
result of a study at Kansas
State University by students
involved in
consumer
protection
THE KANSAS
State
students involved in the
agency claimed
their
consumer protection actions
saved the students some
$45,000

Steve Miller, coordinator
of state and community
affairs, said this figure
shows
that
consumer
protection is a "hell of an
area to get involved in to
help students
Miller said the State and
Community Affairs division
of the SBO plans to work
with the Ohio Public Interest
Action Group lOPIAGl in
Columbus to set up a
consumer study here
Miller said he plans to
supervise comparative-price
surveys in Bowling Green
and in neighboring towns to
find out where and why
prices are high

Health levy series topic
A three-part look at the
Department of Pealth and
its services will be presented
by Channel 70 today through
Friday
Wood County voters will
again be faced with a
decision about the Wood
County I'ealth Department
levy on May 2 The 5 mill
levy previously defeated in
the November 2 Wood
County elections, is for

maintaining
present
services for the protection
and promotion of health
The program is being
presented for voters to
decide for
themselves
whether the levy should be
passed

He said results of the
survey will be compiled into
a newsletter and sent to the
students
THE
NEWSLETTER
should include information

Former senator

on the stores where students
can get the lowest prices for
commodities they wish to
purchase, he said
Miller said the newsletter
will also be available to the
community if they show an
interest towards the survey.
"We're not going to hog

to speak today
Former Sen
Ernest
Gruening of Alaska will
speak at 10 am today in 105
I'anna Pall in support of
presidential hopeful Sen
George McC.overn
Gruening is presently
touring the country seeking
support for the McOovern
campaign He was the first
governor of Alaska and the
first U S senator from the
state.
In the early 1960s the
former senator was one of
only four senators who
publicly opposed
the
Vietnam war.

information if they (the
community I want it "
Miller said Thursday's
meeting is open to the
public.
Members
of
LIFE., an environmental
group, and the Student
Housing Association tSPAl
will also be present

Wednesday-International
Talent Show. 7:30 p.m .
Grand Ballroom
Thursday-Two international plays. "An
Experiment
in
Shakespeare" and "Aiye
Nyi." 8 p.m . Alumni Room.
Union
Friday-International film
festival. 8 p.m.. Alumni
Room

International floor
seeking applicants
A member of the International Living Unit is taking
applications from women at the University who wish to live
on the international floor in Dunbar Hall in Harshman
Quadrangle next year.
Karen Fox. resident advisor of Dunbar's international
floor, said the purpose of having foreign and American
students rooming together is so students can leam about
different cultures
She said the University has sponsored an International
Living Unit for the past six years in both Dunbar and
Anderson Palls.
Any woman interested in living with a foreign student or
another American student on Dunbar's international floor
•hould contact Ms Fox at 372-5280 or 372-2066 as soon as
possible

Sun., April 30- 1:30 P.M.
ALUMNI ROOM. UNION - 50c
STUDENTS ONLY.
PRIZES AND TROPHIES

Welcomes The Fantastic 18
• Beth Baker

Holly Palmer

o Wendy
Eichenberger

Wi

3Bd

Linda Fiorillo

• Karen Scagnetti

Debbie Hart

•Debi Skeldon

■211

Jennifer Herdficka-Gayle Suite
Connie Jacoby

"Caryl Troski

Sandy Kendig

• Patty Weldon

Kathy Kline

• Wendy Wies

Ann Minck

• Suzanne Zeichiel

UTTLB SIS GOSH

Sponsored by Cultural Boost
and SBO

— THE KING OF

HHQHHB

THEATRE

ROCK-N-RQLL —

I Inn MI.n Night is
Ml .SI & Id, MS Nile
I.D.'sNec. Includes
All Area Students - $1.10
Eva. at 7:15. 9:15
Set Sun at 2. 3:45. 5:30. 7:15, 9:15

CHUCK
BERRY

"NEVER GIVE A INCH"
was the motto
of the Stampers of Oregon.
and live It they did!

£T/W-

• Jan Weske

Bi^juuuaaaa^icjuui

Cartoons 41 7 45
hi Sal di 8 00 Sun at 9 00

SaturdayInternational
students vs. BGSU soccer
team. 1 p.m.. University
soccer field;
ping-pong
tournament. 3 p.m..
Harshman
Quadrangle;
campus dance featuring
"Baddog." 8 p.m.
to
midnight. Men's (Jym
SundayInternational
dinner. 5 and 630 p.m.,'
First Methodist Church

U.A.O. Rubber Bridge
Tournament

Alpha Chi Omega

BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU,
Thanks For A Great Evening And
"MOM"
Our Gifts.
MARGARET

FBI.. SAT., SUN ONLY
B0 optns6 30

pointing out exhibits in the
Grand Ballroom, which
include slide presentations
and works from more than
30 countries
IV praised students for
having the foresight to bring
art works from their home
countries to share with
students here
Hi
L Edward Shuck,
director of international
programs, said this
University is doing more for
international students than
any other state university in
Ohio
Pe said he believed in
education for living, not
education for making a
living Education should go
well beyond the technical
level and should exhibit its
full potentials, not just
career aspects, he said
Dr. Shuck commented on
"the peculiar use of the word
'international'."
meaning
non-American
"Whether we are foreign
or American, we are all
international students." he
said
EVENTS FOR the rest of
International Week include

Special Late Shows - Fri. and Sat. at 11:45 P.M.

IN CONCERT
MAY 1st 8:00 P.M.
MEMORIAL HALL
TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT
UNION TICKET OFFICE & 405 S.S.
$2.00

pautnciwnan
rtcnwFonoa

EUROPE $209

LEEREJT1ICK

noacLsaRRazin

ROUND TRIP JET

Sometimes a Great
Hotkm

OPEN BAR AND MEALS

BOWLING GREEN FLIGHT SCHEDULE
Carrier

Fit. No.

TV

671
511
673
681

CAl
LWD
LWD

Route
Columbus - Ams - Ion - Col
Detroit - London - Detroit
Cleveland - Lon - Ams - Cleve
Columbus - Ion - Ams - Col

Dotes

Cost

6/13-8/4
6/17-9/3
7/23-9/19
8/4-9/5

$196
$216
$196
$206

Admin. Chg.

TOTAL

$13
$13
$13
$13

TRAVEL SERVICES AVAILABLE:
•
•
•
•

Students International » 40-Page European Trip Guide ( Free]
Car and Mototcycle Rental, leasing, and Purchase
Travelers' Insurance: Air Fare, Medical. Baggage
Travel Library, Language Books, and Mops for Use or Purchase

• Passport Application! and Vaccination Certificate Forms
• Intro-European Charier Flights and Transportation Schedules
• Euros!, Britrail Passes.. .Hostel, Hotel Bookings

■
Adm/nistiolive
ominnlion
1 Trovef Services By:

For information and
reservations contact:

372-2343
UNION ACTIVITIES OFFICE
UNIVERSITY UNION
■PLAY MISTY FOR ME
...am mwvtlatlm at Knar... e»

I

—— mutt$ ccufif ixnw *ic—KXO»-

Rated V for Violence

To receive money abroad
quickly and safely, use

.AMERICAN EXPRESS!
FOREIGN REMITTANCE SERVICE

EB

WORLD WIDE CHARTER —
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
621 Church Street
Ann Arbor. Michigan 48104

AM£X and Students International have treated an EMERGENCY MONEY ABROAD KIT
to help with your travels. It's free. . .please write us.
far star ana /« pit mt start cl tit tatal charm cast saa/act n inciaaaa ar aacraasa aapaaimi apaa fatal aamaai at partxieaats, as aar CAB itaaknaat
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Parental Escorts Required
for all Pre Teenagers

Not*

Due to the Horrifying Scenes
No one will be admitted to the
theatre without e "Stomach Distress Bag"
t available free at box-office/

■ <:

m

1
m

w

Nv* *./Th. M ttowt, W**M«iay. AprK 26. 1973

Sfafe off/ce candidates
•

from pafl* 3

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Republican

■ OMTgl W. WkHc-4508 Hr.nn.ir.l Road. Chagrin Falls. Ohio

44022 Age. 40
; Education-Baldwin-Wallace College. Berea. Ohio-Prelaw Cleveland Marshall Law School. Cleveland, Ohio-Doctor
Df Law Degree
; Occupation-Judge.

Common

Pleai

Court,

Cuyahoga

County, elected for unexpired two-year term in 1!«8. Reelected to six-year term in 1970
'.. Training and experience-Practicing attorney for twelve
years Served four years as a referee in the Domestic
Relations Department of the Common Pleas Court Served
one year as counsel for the Legal Aid Society Klccted to
three terms in Cleveland City Council. Former Democratic
Precinct Committeeman in Ward 13. Cleveland. Ohio
Former Ward Leader in Ward 13. Cleveland. Ohio Former
Chairman of the Legislation Committee of the Cleveland
; City Council and Vice-Chairman of the City Planning
: Committee of the Cleveland City Council Member of the
. Ohio State Bar Association. Cuyahoga County Bar
Association. Cleveland Bar Association and National Bar
Association
Full term commencing Jan 2, 1973

71c EARRINGS

7UEARRINGST

3000 Earrings!

7k

per pair

OaargcC. Farrto -2350 Andover Road, Columbus. Ohio
43221: Age. 59
KCIIK ation AH University of Kentucky. 1935. LLB, 1947,
Juris Doctorate. 1967. Ohio State University.
Occupation-First Assistant to Ted W. Brown, Secretary of
State, position held since 1962
Training
and
experience-Member
Columbus
Bar
Association,
Ohio
State
Bar
Association,
First
Congregational
Church,
Masons.
Reserve
Officers
Association. University Club of Columbus, Lamba Chi Alpha
Fraternity Military. Active duty. United States Armed
Forces. 1940-1946: Active Reserves 1946-1965; Retired
Reserves, grade of Colonel, USAR 1965. Professional:
Admitted to practice of law in Ohio. 1948 Admitted to
practice of law. US. District Court December 6. 1949 firm of
Bradley. Farris and Di Rosario. general practice of law. 1955
to present Assistant Secretary of State, 1962 to present
Corporation Counsel, Office of Secretary of State. 1951-1955.
Member Columbus Board of Zoning Adjustment. 1951 firm of
Dunifon. Farris and Morris, general practice of law. 19491951. Legal Research Assistant. Bureau of Code Revision.
1947-1948. F.lective Office Member. Columbus Board of
Education 1954-1959
Paal W. Brows. -2396 Wimbledon Road, Columbus. Ohio;
Age. 57
Education-Youngstown Ohio Public Schools. Ohio State
University. A.B.. 1937. LLB. J.D. 1939, New Yrok
University Appellate Judges Seminar
Occupation-Lawyer
Training and expenence-Oeneral Practice of Law,
Youngstown. Ohio 21 years Elected Judge of the Court of
Appeals of Ohio I960 Re-elected Judge of the Court of
Appeals 1962, Elected Judge of the Supreme Court of Ohio
1964 (unexpired portion of a term). Fleeted Judge of the
Supreme Court of Ohio 1966 i full term i Appointed Attorney
General of Ohio. January 1969 and served until January 1971

THE SISTERS OF

(VALUES UP TO $3.95;

DELTA ZETA

904
7ic EARRINGS! E. W00STER |7ic EARRINGS

Cjngwuaj
352-0265

HELD OVER - 6th WEEK!
Monday thru Thursday

Friday-7& 10

Sat

2 30.7 a 10

40 Move slowly.
41
41
I .
46
48

Spring season.
r,Iul.
Mii-n .il group.
Pronoun.
Links place.

63 Man of
Capetown.
54 Second showing
of a film.
65 McNally's partner.
66 Some hotels.
67 Check.

33
34
35
36
38

Awe-inspiring.
Muztle.
Armadillo.
Highway guides.
Bugbear: Fr.;
2 words.
61 Room for linens.
pitchers, etc.
62 Green land.

DOWN
1 Workers on financial rerord«,
for short.
2 Trunk fastener.
3 Fraulein'* name.
4 Carols.
5 Shrewd.
6 President*', tacit
disapproval of a

hill: 2 worth
7 See 38 Down.
8
'»
Ml
II

l.eonine «ound.
Kentucky: \bbr.
Short breaks.
Cn>melir item.

42
13
47
49
50
51
52
53
55
56
57
58
60

A Ford.
Lanky; ungainly.
Calamitous.
— egg.
Box lop.
Feminine title.
Solo.
Embargoes.
Corkera.
Last ditch: 2
words.
Oriental name.
Adroit.
Whale.
Type of foil.
Famous star
of musicals.
Short for a
movie dog.
ll.im.v- - rival.
Excellent.
Cavalry sword.
Wagner's forte.
Livy's tongue.
Vamp.
Pisan landmark.
Common noun
suffix.
Wheys.
Caroline island.
"Auld Lang
"
Kimono sash.

Ann Mulford

Pat Hewett

Jill Pennington
Rej Morris
Jeanne Privett

Carol Jennings

Peggy Rendlesham

Shirley Kopatich

Kathleen Resar

2.5.8PM

Melanie Magdinec*Karen Stewart
» Kathy Walsh • Rachel Thomas

BRAVO.BRANDOS GODFATHER

RECORD

"THE GOOFITHER IS « MOVIE THAT SEEMS TO HAVE
E>ERYTHING! WARMTH. VIOLENCE. NOSTALGIA. THE
CHARISMA Of MARLON BRANDO IN ONE Of HIS FINEST
PERFORMINCES. AND THE DYNASTIC SWEEP OF AN
ITALIAN-AMERICAN GONE WITH THE WIND I"

W I KMS'in i

|

The *f llhe ***

m mmm
[R]«*SB*

WEEK

ItCil

Flv to Europe with us on our
chartered
707
Leaving
Columbus July 5 for London
or Amsterdam Hetum from
London to Columbus Aug I
1275 round
trip
Write
Reverend
F P
Ellis
Whitchouse. Ohio 43571 or
call 877-5232

( AMPUStALKNDAR

Wednesday April 26. 1972

All women are invited to meet over supper to share news
and ideas at a Sisterhood Poiluck Bring food or beverage
to the I K'r' CMtcr 313 Thurslm. from 5-7 pm

The Socmlogv Undergraduate Interest (iroup will meet in
the Tall Room of the Union at 5 30 pm Ms Claire Topping
a psychiatric social worker, will speak to the group All
sociology majors and minors are invited to attend

The Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will have a prayer
meeting at 7 00 pm in Prout Chapel All welcome

The Ohm Peace Action Council will meet in front of
Williams Pall at 7 30pm A rally to protest the continuance
df the Indoehinese War is planned There will be speakers
supporting McCiovern and McCarthy in Addition to
concerned faculty members and religious speakers

helping us welcome our newpledges Alpha Chi's

LOST 4 FOUND
LOST
Gold Opal
Heward Ph 352-7446

Ring

Need ride to and from
central Michigan I' any Fri
Call Bet 372 4488
Need ride to Allegheny
College iMcadville. Penn '
, area Can leave Apr 27 or 28
Call Diane 2 5316
N V

Need ride to Rochester. NY
April 27 or 21 Call Sue 372
5994

1

SUNDAY - OPENING Til. 3 P.M. - AIHJ.TS 11.M

STAtMVM

inet»a
NOW

In 7 20 9 30

KITE
FLYING
made
profitable Sal at noon at
the ski hill you can win
fantastic prues Over $35 00
in prizes to be given away
Gel high and win big

$100
R0CKIN'
By
THE GUESS WHO
only $3.48

SIT * SUN 1 I 42 b li 1 20 9 30

GUARANTEED ENTERTAINMENT
OR YOUR MONEY BACK, wmmum
Robert Rcdford,
George Segal & Co.
;*he st The Hot Rock
almost

Compare at $4.44
Good Thru Sunday, April 30

YOUNG
REPUBLICANS
Join the BGSU Chapter
today" Call 372 1706 or 3724401
Congratulations to the old
and new Alpha Delta Pi
Actives
Robin Congrats on your IV
Phi Tau pinning
Sig Ep s thanks for the lea
The DZ s
Earrings
71c per
Purple Mushroom

pair

For crying in a bucket
Thanks Gamma Phi s for an
hellacious tea It was great
getting together PhiTau's

N

Wg

The Brothers ol Phi Kappa
Tau would like to extend
their
most
sincere
congratulations to Larry and
Robin on their DZ-Phi Tau
punning The Brothers

DEPARTMENT S'OOE
Thanks to the Kappa Sigs for

COLOR by DELUXE'
ALSO STARRING

ZERO MOSTEL
MOSES GUNN

YOUNG

REPUBLICANS

Join the BC.SC Chapter
today" Call 3721706 or 372

RIMS

PERSONALS

THURSDAY IS BGSU NITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
I.D.'i REQUIRED

0:0 V

TO

PREVIOUS

fUTilE

Patty. Arnie got his wish
from the Wizard of Oz in
Emerald
City
Congratulations to you both
Sisters ol Alpha Chi Omega
Itaby Owls congratulate the
new Chi O actives
Education
majors
An
opportunity to discover how
an area high school ticks
through AI\ internship in a
super in tendani principal s
office
Full
time
Fall
quarter
Experimental
Studies. 2-2256
Earrings
71c per
Purple Mushroom

pair

Phi
Mu-Panhel
Pope
Marathon
Talent Show
Auditions When April 17.18.
20. 24-27 Time J-* Purry It
call lor sour audition time
Linda 2-4186
Just because you are away
from N J you can still have
a Pappy Birthday 1-4-3
Equal
Opportunity
Employer
Wanted
Program specialist, ability
to plan, initiate 4 coordinate
War on Poverty Programs
Salary range $7500 to 8400
Apply or write to WSOS
Community
Action
Commission. 414 Lime St
Fremont. Ohio
PENDANTS
IN
GOLD
SILVER
BRASS
TPE
WORKING HAND CRAFT
CENTER. 5l5Conneaut. 353
9833
Sophomores
and Seniors
having two years left on
campus may apply for the
Army ROTC two year
program Call 372-2476 Now

»ww

Green view
Call Linda or
Mary Jo 352 7666

FOR SALE OR RENT
Armstrong Piccolo for sale,
new best oiler. 372 545*

Furn house June or Sept
Ph 352 0661
Sublet I'niv Village Apt
good price Call 352 0088
Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center Model open 7 days a
wk 8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5 Sat and
Sun at 7th 4 Pigh. 4DsClub
352 9378 or 352 7324

66 TR4 Triumph Exe cond
353-6751

Hide needed to Roch
April 27 call 372 3720

[sbuNQTSUClt muM AVAtAfcl OX »<*AMOUWT meowos 1

fP'A'liR

~oi®fc~ CL3SSIFIED

Vtrn«*t C*-*t Nvw '<vl t >m*«

"A SUPERIOR WORK Of POPULAR ENTERTAINMENTI
MHMMS MS Sf THE VANISHED PLEASURES OF THE OLDFASHIONED GANGSTER MOVIES I WHAT MORE COULD WE
POSSISLY WANT FROM « M0VIE7 HOW OFTEN. THESE DATS
00 WE SET ANYTHING LIRE ILL THAT?"

p«

I 'R
'S A M SON « G
P'L'A

'RVS'TPJT'O'ST

The University Theatre presents Parold Pinters The
Homecoming held Wed . Thurs . Fri and Sat at 8 00 pm
in the Main Auditorium of U Pall

"THE TUR'S FIRST RUUT SATISFYING. BIG COMMERCIAL
AMERICAN FILM. ODE Of THE MOST BRUTAL AIM M0IING
CHRONICLES Of AMERICAN LIFE EVER DESIGNED WITHIN
THE LIMITS Of POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT

I

-C.E

STUDENT PRICES FOR THURSDAY
AND SUNDAY Will NOT APPLY TO

"THE GODFATHER"

i

NDRONiCuf
'O'R'N'UBT'H' 1'?'

Mary Jo Porter

Debbie Hauck

WAP

VR*

ANSWER

1

8PM

Sun

Phyllis Baugh
Mary Halsey
Jackson

-STAktlVM-

NOW!

lively".
]0 Make lea.
14 Spanish port of
1492 fame.
15 Siouan Indian.
16 Bicycled.
17 Something
valuable.
18 Singer.
20 Explorer of
cave*.
22 Spoke with fury.
23 Building
material.
24 Recently.
IS Flounder.
28 Adjerlive suffix.
2'' laifty.
30 Sinai dweller.
.12 l.ol* of viewer*:
2 word*.
37 I.CHM part.
39 Tree.

12
13
19
21
24
25
26
27
29
31

49
S2
54
55
S«

WELCOME THEIR NEW PLEDGES

HOURS: 11 TO 5 - M0N. THRU SAT.

BOWLING GREEN - TEL,

ACROSS
I U.N. member.
h
up I become

l¥55 Ford Van C.impcr $400
And 1963 Ford Ranehero
$200 Ask for Jim Ph 353
7762

2 F rm needed to share 4man apt this summer Air
cond U Cts $50 per month
Call Judy 2-5876 or Pattv 2
5591

64 MG B Kxcellent Cond
$650 734 Elm St

1-2 F roommates needed to
sublease apt for summer
qtr call 352 5855

Yamaha 250 Street. A I 352
0556

Furn 3 bdrm house for 5
students, prefer F 352-5320

1966 Ponda 160 Scrambler
New battery and good lira
$250 but will take moie"1
352-5845 or 352-0948

Preferred Properties Rental
office has moved 10 The 4Ds
Civil -it 'he corner of 7th 4
Pigh
For rental info call
352-9378 or 352 7324

Martin D-18 guitar, near
new. w hard case $300
14191877 0190
Si/e It' while empire wed
gown and shoulder length
veil 352-0261
1965 Triumph Spitfire new
engine,
clutch,
brakes,
exhaust batten shocks. Ujoints ti>p many extras 874

64 Ford Fairlane
alt or eve

352 553.S

1961 Ford Fairlane 352-5535
alt or eve
1961 Corvette new lop 283 4
speed, orginal paint plus
spares $800 eve 686 4090
Moving |0 Dayton "
You
won't believe the deal on ■?■
room house owned b\ BG
Prof and available lor sale
or rental Call Dansker. 372
2076 352 6198
GT6 - Triumph, unmac . red
wire wheels, radials. radio
$1395 (4191877-0190
1962 Olds Cutlass Automatic
ps
4V windows. Bucket
seats Good cond Must sell
352 7776
35 MM Yashica Tl. K
automatic
used only 3
limes - write Tim Perpel.
Box 9. U Pall
Now leasing lor Sept Paven
Pouse Manor at corner of
Mercer & E Wooster 3527444. 352-9378
FREE June RENT 2 Mr 3man Air end 60 mo 352-6282
Eff apts for grad students
who need privacy & quiet
Near
campus
June
occupancY for summer only
or I yr $95 ph 353-8065
4 man apartment on E
Merry
available
for
summer Interested females
call 3534205
Bowling
Green s only
exclusive recreation room
Peated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
w kitchen facilities and barOutside Courtyard w patios
and gas grills-Dance AreaLocker Rooms, all this
offered
by
Preferred
Propertiesph
352-9378 or
3527S24
Enjoy Swmgin Summer of
Sun and Swimmin • 2 man

Student Apartments
Quiet Ones 3539863
1972

The
352

Nice 2 bdrm lurn mobile
home with air
available
sum qtr only lx>t 33. 525
Thurstin
across
from
OHenhaucr law sum rale
352-7484
FEMALE 10 sublease now
Low rent Call 2 3322 or 352
0645
Now lease or sub-lease, fun
in the sun summer or fall
call Green view Apt 3521195
Serious,
but
swinging
management
Now leasing for Sept Paven
Pouse manor at corner ol
Mercer 4 E Wooster 3527444. 352-9378
Apt to sublet lor summer
June tree low rates Kitchen
and bathroom decorated
Call Debi or Connie 352-9215
213Greenview
Student
Apartments
Responsible
management
3530863 - 352-1972
Howling
Greens
only
exclusive recreation room
Pealed
Indoor
Pool Gas
Fireplace Parlv
Room
w kitchen facilities and bar
Outside Courtyard w patios
and gas grills-Dance AreaLocker Rooms, all this
offered
by
Preferred
Properties ph 352-9378 or
352-7324
lor Summer * June 15th M
Sept
15th
I
Bedroom
furnished apartments for
$130 00 per month
Call
Newlove Realty 353-7381
Would you believe that vou
could
have
your
own
bedroom and. own bath for
only 135 00 for the whole
summer
at
Winlhrop
Terrace - 352-9135
Leasing a Greenview Apt is
only half of the fun-the other
half is living in one 3521195
Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center Model open 7 days a
wk 8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5 Sat and
Sun at 7th 4 Pigh 4DsClub
352 9378 or 352-7324
For Rent Summer Quarter
2-man apartment 352-OfSI
Summer
Apartments
Summer Reduced Rates 353-

9863-352 1972
Apt
to sublet
summer
Discount rates 352-7333
Preferred Properties Rental
office has moved to The 4Ds
Club at the corner of 7(h 4
I'igh For rental info call
352-9378 or 352-7324
Furn
apt
I block from
campus June 4 Sept 352
0661
Rooms 4 apts for summerRooms (or fall-near campusph 352-7365
« -.-i, u-mied to sublet
Valentine Apt on Sixth St .
$57 per month-we pay June
fullv lurnished call 352*353
Now leasing lor Sept Paven
Pouse Manor at comer of
Mercer 4 E Wooster 352
7444. 352 9378
I Ixl apart sublease for
summer
June
FreeReduced' 352-7251
Male rmle wanted Across
from (rat row 352 5840
Summer Sublet 2-3 males
Negotiate Call 353-4233
Rowling
Green s only
exclusive recreation room
Peated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
w kitchen facilities and barOuttide Courtyard w patios
and gas grills-Dance AreaLocker Rooms,
all this
offered
by
Preferred'
Properties oh 3529378 or
3527324
Men - rooms
Call354:824l_

now 4 Sept

I Bdrm apt air. pool
free June free 354-8641

WANTED I F for 3-man
(urn apt Own. bdrm . air
cond . pool Avail May 15
$55 00 per mo Call 352 0025
after 5 30
Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center Model open 7 days a
wk 8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5 Sat and
Sun at 7lh& Pigh. 4Di Club
352 9378 or 352-7324
1-4 F or M needed to sublease
apt for summer Air cond 4r
pool June rent free 352-7776
2-bdrm apt for summ subl
air cond cable TV Close to
campus, nice furniture Call
352-7219 U Cts Talk price
Need 4th F rmml for next
year $55 mo no need for
car 352-5565
Preferred Properties Rental
office has m»ed to The 4Ds
Club at the corner of 7th 4
Pigh For rental info call
352-9378 or 352-7324
2 bdrm apt to sublet June I
or before thru Aug 31 Call
354-7733
2 F subleasers 1 summerWilling to dlscussS 352-6178
1-2 F wanted to share apt
for summer
Call MM
between 4-7
Now leasing for Sept Paven
House Manor at corner of
Mercer 4 E Wooster 3527444.352-9S78
Apartment for Rent I male
available
now.
and or
Summer 352*298
APT across from campus
Sum quart - air cond Furn ISO a mo 352-6135

0S«
Daily 10 10. Sunday 11-6
BIG N PLAZA. 1080 S Main St

utl

Classifieds get results

Ih. tO N.W., *■.«....?. A««. 24, l»72/»»a). 1

Jethro Tull reviewed-never listen to rumors
By BUI Netderman
Rumor had it that no one
was going to the Jethro Tull
concert,
it's a rip-off. too
much money " One should
never listen to rumors
Monday night Anderson
Arena was filled to capacity
and I doubt if anyone there
regretted paying the 15 50
admission considering the
concert they were treated to
hearing
Captain Beefheart opened
the show with a 45-minute
set They will be reviewed in
tomorrow's paper
After a halt-hour delay for
repositioning of equipment.
Jethro Tull took the stage
with a now customary clever
entrance If you were there,
you saw the spectacle and
you know that Tull is a sight

and sound experience like no
other.
WORDS CANT seem to
capture the intensity of Ian
Anderson leaping, cavorting
and raging about the stage
like a madman who's just
been zapped with a million
watts of electricity. He
crouched, pounced and
winced at every musician on
stage with him.
He begged them, coaxed
them controlled them and
demanded them to play onharder, faster, farther than
ever beforehand they
responded to his commands
with miraculous precision.
You see. Jethro Tull is
more than just Ian
Anderson
John Evan's
keyboard work did more for
the group than just fill in the
gaps or provide support He
managed to stop just short of

dominating the sound, yet
weaved in and out of
everything that went on.
Jeffery
HammondHammond played a solid
supportive bass guitar that
more often than not
ventured into the melody
line to add impact
Barriemore Barlow as
drummer turned in an
incredibly
intense
performance while he kept
the group together and at the
same time didn't seem
confined by his task I'e was
very inventive and honestly,
one of the best rock
drummers I ve ever heard.
FINALLY. I was pleased
to discover that Martin
Barre could play the guitarman could he play Go back
and listen to your Tull
albums and you'll notice that
Barre never shines through

He's just sort of there,
almost in the shadow.
Monday nl«ht he stepped
out of the shadow and
convinced everyone he could
handle any assignment given
to him.
The five musicians
created an experience that
Bowling Green won't soon
forget or soon be treated to
again Tull started their
show with "Thick As a

Brick."
It was an hour and ten
minutes later when they
finished this opener, and
somehow in it they managed
to incorporate a telephone, a
scuba diver, a skit with a
rabbit, a few costume
changes and various other
theatrics that would make
you ashamed if you ever
thought Alice Cooper had a
good stage show.

The
Homecoming
By Gale Bogle
Eatertainment Editor
'The Homecoming.''
Harold Pinter's awardwinning play about the
return of a son and his wife
to his father's home after a
six year absence, opens
tonight in Main Auditorium.
University Hall.
The plot line may sound
simple, but
"the playoperates on a much more
existential and enigmatic
level.'' said Dr Allen S.
White, assistant professor of
speech and the play's
director.
He said he is interested in
Pinter because he is so
"enigmatic" and doesn't
give all the answers.
IN FACT Pinter does not
even give any stage
directions for the play so
you're never quite sure who
the characters are or where
they came from, according
toDr White
The director has to take
his ideas from the mood of
the play rather than from
explicit instructions from
the author
One character in the play.
Max. played by Brian Kiser.

junior i A&S), is 70 years old
and his brother Sam. played
by Mike Sartor, sophomore
(Ed I, is60
These actors worked with
technique, observing old
people to make their roles
more believable. Dr White
said they watched things like
movement and then tried to
infuse them into the
characterization
HE SAID Max has a
grating voice almost on the
point of cracking, which is a
technique Kiser developed to
belter project the character.
The six-member cast also
had to perfect a London
dialect which they did with
the help of a dialect coach,
Tim Davis, freshman
iBAi. and Dr Whites
wife, both of whom are from
England
Dr White said the small
company is "pure bliss"
after directing the 35member cast of "West Side
Story." last year. He said
there is time to give and take
ideas with this cast.
According to Dr White, he
doesn't believe in the
director being "a dictator."
and this show was put
together
"almost by
committee."

ALTHOUGH
THE
ultimate decision is his. Dr
White said with a small cast
ideas can be exchanged and
the cast has something to
offer
"The Homecoming" was
first produced in London in
1965 Pinter won both the
Tony and New York Critics'
Circle awards for the best
play of the 1965-66 season and
other Tonys were won for
best dramatic actor, best
supporting actor and best
direction
The University Theater
production features George
Caldwell. graduate student.
as Lenny; Steve Peter,
freshman (Ed I. as Joey;
John Qualters. graduate

he pforni«d b Icwe
her forever... Tbdcxj

student, as Teddy; and Beth
WaddelasRuth
Curtain time is 8 p.m.
Admission is 25 cents for
students and $1 50 for adults.

Where most groups would
be exhausted after such a
lengthy and strenuous
opening song, Tull hardly
paused for a breath before
launching into "Crosseyed
Mary" They refused to
slacken the pace and
followed that with "New
Day Yesterday" which
ultimately ran together with
"Aqualung." before they left
the stage.
WHEN THEY came back
for their anticipated encore
they started "Wind Up" and
built the energy into
•Locomotive Breath" and
finally finished "Wind tip"
to close the concert
Several things impressed
me about Tull and their
concert. I really can't
remember seeing a more
professional
group
anywhere Quick transitions
and changes were testimony
to a highly practiced and
polished act
And the
precision the band displayed

in performing their music is
above comment. The group
played together as a tightly
knit unit, one organism, not
a band supporting one
central star.
Indeed, this was one of the
few concerts I've witnessed
where the band seemed
more than willing to work
for their audience One
wonders
how
they
maintained the pace,
jumping and stumbling
about the stage with so much
force that you couldn't be
bored by their show
Quite the opposite really,
their fine sound system
surrounded you with raw
power and drove you into
ecstatic enjoyment as the
band worked through their
songs
IN FACT. I can find only
one thing wrong with Tull's
performance. There were
three cases where the group
got a little over-indulgent
Ian Anderson's flute solo

Delta Gamma Congratulates
9
Their New Actives
?
Jean Naismith
•Del Oldacre
■ Susan Pekrul
' Ann Jane Roth
Randy Ryan
Claudette Scheuerman
Sue Thorington
Dana Vasey
Anne Yamokoski
Rosemary Young

Donna Appel
Maria Chaves
Jennie Doriot
Deby Dunkle
Salle Fruth
Sharon Fuller
Sue Gallagher
Shirlee Goelz
Paula Maximuk
Darlene Merkle

PflGLIRIo.

The
Subaru

And you were going to buy
a Toyota? A Datsun? A
Pinto? A Vega'' A Beetle-1

From Mighty to Mini,
Honda has it oil.

Back Pack Equip.

Ooclai MCA!
Giaduiii GRI Oinlnl OAl
IIHVII tSAl
Buiimii AIGSB
Nil! BDS 2 yi Mid

By
WHITE-STAG
Packs Fiamis Ttnts
Sleeping Bags
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DETROIT
(313)354-0085
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Trail Food s Access
CVCRVTHING fOR THt
CAMKR

Coleman Sales
& Service
5353 LEWIS AVE.
TOLEDO - 472-5924
9-8 DAIIY - SAT. 9-5

FOR A
SHIFTLESS STUDENT

10 SPEEDS FREE

-^
(Vices are notflot-delivery :

PflGUfW'S /tms.mt\

35*7571

Big N Cafeteria
All You Can Eat...

Coming next
week!

CHICKEN
DINNERS

THE STORY OH BOY
AND A CM
SEARCHING
FOR LIFE!,

Golden Fried
Chicken
Crisp Cole Slaw
French Fried
Potatoes
Fresh Roll & Butter

$1.49

Love T»y Neighbor

RENTING FOR FALL

Sales and Sarvica

a

Every Wednesday

£P«
Sisanello s

222 N. MAIN
352-6905

fron. 5.00 -TOO
Spaghetti onlij

Bowlisg Green, 0.

Put this little reminder near your
phone, for good pizza
anytime, every time.

l|oitr Future
Awaits Ike Test"

TURNPIKE
TRAVELERS

Do sonethlnoj specM UrdnescloHnfqht,
take qour MuoKf;e cjirl outtoainherat

UNIVERSITY
PONTIAC

GREENVIEW
APTS.

was a bit too long as was
Barre's guitar solo in the last
song, and despite the fact
that he is a great drummer.
Barlow could have played a
short solo instead of beating
on for 13 minutes There MM
simply no need lor all this
excess
However, when viewing
the concert overall, this one
criticism hardly
seems
capable of marring an
otherwise exceptional show

WORLDWIDE PICTURE*
pttstmtt

TWO MINUTE
WALK TO
AD. BLDG.

CAMPUS
MANOR
APARTMENTS
JUST SOUTH OF BURGER CHEF
• NEW
• MODERN

• LARGE PARKING
LOT

• FURNISHED

• TWENTY BUSINESS
LOCATIONS
AT YOUR DOOR

Served from 4:00p.m. to 8:00p.m.

* land2Br Apis

* 9 and 12 Mo Leases

Now Leasing For Next Fall

* Pool, Rec
and Laundry Rooms
* Ox Roast

PHONE

* Serious, but
Swinging Management

352-7365

tl* NAPOLEON RD.

352-1195
12-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

352-4045
352-9302

HE

1MB S. Mami - 0»o 10-10 Ml - Sanaa, 11I

Now leasing loi SUMMER
and NEXT FALL

Fag. l/Ttw BO M.W1, W«*i.^«y, April J*. 1972

Hebel, Meerpohl 1-hitters baffle OSU
By FREDR ORTLIP
AMtata.tSp.r1i Editor
It was a productive, if surprising,
afternoon for Don Purvis' baseball club
yesterday.
A meager twin-bill crowd at Stellar
Field was treated to some eye-raising
hurling by rookie Dan Hebel and ofterratic fireballer Jim Meerpohl against
toe Ohio State Buckeyes.
And in the end it was the Bucks who
were surprised most Behind the

methodic pitching of Hebel and
Meerpohl. each heaving masterful onehitters, the Falcons zipped Ohio, 4-0 and
14 in eight innings BG now stands 11-7-1
on the season It was the first time BG
socked the Big lOers in at least a half
decade
IN THE OPENER the chunky Hebel
allowed the only OSU safety after two
were out in the first He struckout five
and passed three to move his record to 20.
For "Hebei" it was just a matter of

getting into condition
"I was out of shape in my first couple
of games," remarked the freckle-faced
righthander, which seems to be the rule
rather than the exception for the workstarved Falcon pitching corps The
unusual number of rainouts has made
everyone rusty.
"It was kind of a grudge match too,"
testified Hebel. who entered the game
with a cumbersome 5 63 ERA in nine and
two-thirds innings including 10 walks.
"They (OSU) did me over when they

Falcon c.nt.rfi*ld.r Tim P.ttorini makes a belly slid, into home in th. fourth

Safe

inning of the first gam. y.st.rday. Tim led th. BG attack with a pair of hits.
Trying to tnor. th. high throw is OSU's Gary Kirk.

recruited me by changing the offer a few
times Plus their assistant coach (Dick
Finn i is from my hometown."
THE FALCONS got all the offense they
needed in the first inning when they
pushed across three unearned runs.
Thirdbaseman Tim Cox's boot on a
grounder by Dick Selgo allowed two runs
to score while Tim Pettorini swatted in
the other with a single.
The fourth run came in the fourth
inning when Pettorini tagged from
second on a fly-out then eased home
when the relay to third base was wild.
In the nightcap Purvis kept his
confidence in Meerpohl (3-1) and the
Hamilton righthander responded with a
four strike-out, two walk performance
and scored the lone run of the game when
Buckeye reliever Ted Mondzelewski
walked Mark Ammons with the bases
loaded in the eighth
IT WAS the same Meerpohl who
walked three of the four men he faced
last weekend against Western Michigan.
And a week ago yesterday he passed six
in an inning and a third against
Michigan
Why such hot and cold performances?
"It's up here." said Meerpohl, pointing a
finger to his head "Between games I ran
and stretched and got physically as well
as mentally prepared "
Jim did point out that he's had a
minimum chance of getting any mound
work with the poor weather. "It was in
the 30s up at Western last weekend and
against Michigan I hadn't thrown for two
and a half weeks." he said.
BUT THAT wasn't the sole reason for
Meerpohl's turnabout. "After tat

southern trip, all I figured I had to do
was throw my glove oat there. That
doesn't work. Yoo've got to
concentrate."
On the southern swing Meerpohl beat
the. defending small college champ,
Florida Southern. 3-2. His effort
yesterday was his best since then and
Purvis Is hoping things stay the same
with the important three-game series
looming this weekend against Ohio U.
"That's the kind of pitching I
suspected he could do," said Purvis.

"It's just a question of how many times
be can do this for us."
Ohio State's hit came on the first toss
of the game. After that only two men got
as far as second base.
When two were out in the first
overtime inning. BG mounted its only
rally of the game Meerpohl walked. Rod
Allen lined a single (the team's second of
the game) to center and Ralph Clapp
walked. Then Mondzelewski passed
Ammons on a 3-1 pitch to force in the
winning run.

Brodf moans after 'effort'
Performances were as bad as the
weather for Bowling Green's track team
at the Ohio State Relays in Columbus List
weekend
"I'm afraid to look at the results."
coach Mel Brodt said. "They might
make me sick."
His comments followed the fourth
place finish in 17:17 4 of the four-mile
relay team of Bob McOmber. Steve
Danforth, Rich Breeze and Craig
MacDonald in Friday's rain.
"It took me more time to figure out
their splits than they took in running it."
Brod I added
"I've never seen a one-team race
change so quickly to a five-team race."
he said "But I guess if you're going to
have a bad weekend, this is the weekend
to have it."
Said lead-off man Bob McOmber.
"After the relay Friday we really

Womens' meet
set Saturday
The Bowling Green Women's Track
and Field Meet is scheduled for Saturday
at Whittaker Track
Teams from Ohio State. Ball Stale.
Central Michigan and Findlay will join
host Bowling Green at the noon starling
time.
Events featured in the meel are the 80
meter hurdles, javelin. 440-yard run.
shotput. 75-yard dash, discus, high jump.
880-yartl run, 100-yard dash. 220-yard
dash. 440-yard relay and 880 medley
relay Bowling Green is coached by Sally
Parent

couldn't get mad We were so bad all we
could do was laugh at ourselves But
after Saturday. I'm not laughing
anymore "
The weather turned from rain and cold
In sunny and mild, but for the most part
the performances were not up to par
ROB BENNETT'S second in the pole
vault at IS' and Dean Bard's school
record of 6,487 points for fourth in the
decathalon were the only outstanding

BG backstop Rich Arbinger slides safely into second
bat. under th. tog of Ohio Stat.'s Jim Honey in
th. first gam. of th. doubl.h.od.r yesterday at
Stellar Field. The Falcons, behind strong pitching,
dumped th. Buckeyes twice, 4-0 and 1-0.

"kenny's korner

"I think our attitude is a realistic
one." commented lacrosse coach Mickey
Cochrane yesterday Saturday is gone,
it has to be one of our grea(es( days in
lacrosse history a( Bowling Green.but we
have a game to play against a capable
opponent at Michigan State today and
injuries make us sober." BG is coming
off Us big 11-8 win over Denison
Cochrane is still worried about the
injury situation of the Falcons.

especially his attackmen.
"(Bobi Decker iwho set a new school
record for goals in one game, six i is all
taped up. i Bill ■ Grimes is among Ihe
walking wounded. (Terry > Cameron has
a charley horse and hasn't practiced,
i Led i F.lsmo has a virus and is in the
infirmary and Laddie il'oryh wouldn't
be back from home until after this
game." said Cochrane
The injury problem has to really be the
story of the Falcons' season and several
of the stickers have been playing with
injuries in previous games.

By KENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
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"WE'RE A HURTING team injurywise." commented Cochrane. "Our
injuries are of the type that wouldn't
eliminate a player totally from the
game, just hamper his effectiveness
But the one thing that pushes the injury
situation to the back of Cochrane's mind
is a capable Michigan State team that
BG will face today.
Cochrane indicated Ihe Spartans are a
much improved team from last year and
they boost a strong midfield. MSU is 4-2
this season.

Val Washington, a sophomore, is the
Spartans' main gun on the midfield and
he is leading the league in scoring with 15
goals Jim Wallers, a senior, is also a
capable middle, according to Cochrane.
"They have a fairly balanced attack."
said Cochrane "Their goals are spread
around between (heir attack and the
other middies after Washington "
On defense, MSI' returns all-Midwest
pick Mike Moodey but its goalie is
apparently hot-and-cold according to
Cochrane Ron Hebert. a freshmen,
minds the nets and is a good stickhandler having played box lacrosse in
Canada He also helps out on the clears.

What is it like to try harder and stay in
the same spof For Jesse Greathouse.
it's an experience he would rather do
without this coming football season
Greathouse is every coaches' dream of
a great utility man who can get the job
done He could be listed on many depth
charts as the great No 2 substitute This
is the world he has been bonded to since
his graduation from high school
Last season was one of total
frustration for the former Glenville High
defensive ace After having a decent
spring. Jesse came back to summer
workouts listed as either a cornerback or
a monsterback
HE COULDN'T put his foot in either
door because there were already two
established players at these positions
During the first workouts of the summer,
Jesse was the terror of the camp as he
was in line for the most TKO's.
The amazing thing about Greathouse
was that he has this strange knack for
hitting people and inflicting pain on
them This impressed coach Gary
Tranquill so much, he put Greathouse at
monsterback. one of the most demanding
positions in the backfield.
After establishing the fact that he was
a player who would tear your head off.
monsterback was the ideal place for
Greathouse. But it wouldn't take long for

COCHRANE'S GAME plan will be to
exploit the Spartans on attack and
control the style of game that will be
played while matching up with their
middies
"They have one good defenseman and
whomever they play will leave the other
two open." said Cochrane. "We will try
to control the style of game and we are
placing a lot of emphasis on it because
we aren't physically sound "

Vem Zabeck (39) moves in to takt a fwtoi whack at the bad in Saturday! 11-i
SOVO

U

P**' of the Denison Big Red. Goali. Dav. Wright cowers the bat as middle Bill

Therkehen (24) and defenteman Bob Yodet (43) watch. BO will play at
Michigan State today.
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harder, gets nowhere

Aim is bucking injuries, AASU
By JACK CARLE
Sports Editor
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Greathouse, No. 2,tries

effort!.
Tracy Elliott's 9:13 3 in the
steeplechase and Ted Farver's 49.0 time
in the 440-yard dash gave (lie Falcons
two (hird place finishes
"I felt so horrible." Elliott said.
"When I went over the barrier, my knees
lell so weak I thought they were going to
collapse A couple of times I almost
fell "
Farversaid: "I would have won (he440
if I would have run hard (o first 220
yards I'm getting tired of running the
quarter all the lime I hope I can run
something different next week Indoors,
when I was running 660s I could come
down to (he quarler and feel great. I
wouldn't mind running the 880 a few
limes just to gel away from running
quarters every meet '
Picking up fourth place ;it (he relay)
were (he shuttle hurdle relay of Ror
Weber. Kick Kramer, Chuck Mansell anc
Have h'egley in 1 009: the distance
medley of Breeze, raTver, Danforth am
MacDonald in a time of 19 04. Fegley u
Ihe high hurdles with a 14 2 clocking
Carl Brazelton. fifth in the pole vault
with I4'6 '. and Jim Ferslle in Ihe sixmile at 29 52
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One other important factor in the
stickers' game plan will be riding the
Spartans as they attempt to clear the
ball after a save by Herbert.
"We've got to be able to ride this
team." commented Cochrane. "They
have had trouble clearing the ball under
pressure and we have had problems
riding because of injuries but I think we
can do it against them "
After today's game at MSU. the
Falcons will return home to play a nonleague game against the Illinois club on
Saturday before hitting the road next
Wednesday to play a high-flying Kenyon
team
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the utility label to catch up with (he hardhitting Greathouse
At the end of summer practice, the
coaching staff wanted to add more depth
at the defensive end spots Jesse, who
was just getting his feet planted al
monsterback. would be the one to fill the
need for bark-up help
GREATHOUSE ACCEPTED his new
position and went into the season as an
obscure figure in the Falcons' plans
Much of his playing time came when he
was chasing down runners on the
specialty teams
At the start of spring drills (his year.
Greathouse again was faced with the
task of proving his abilities to the
coaches He is in a fierce battle with
Dave Turner and Gary Mixon for No. 1
monsterback
"I feel a lot better this year at
monster. My main goal is to learn the
position much better." Jesse said
It didn't take him long to pick up where
he left off last year, as he has been
hitting opposing runners with plenty of
authority. He was hitting people so hard
they started calling him
"The
Hammer."
There is one thing that Greathouse is
determined to improve this spring before
summer drills begin
That's
concentrating on the football "Jesse
must learn to play the ball." coach Tran
quill said If he could get his phase of his
game down then the road to being No. 1 is
not far awav
HIS ADDED enthusiasm can also be
noticed in his actions on the field He
worked hard over the winter months and
he has become much quicker, faster 14 6
sec.. 40-yd. dashi and he has become a
much more mature player
"I have a lot more confidence in
myself and I won't be satisfied until I'm
No. I." Greathouse said. This is the newattitude he has taken into camp this
year.
With two scrimmages under his belt.
the spring is just beginning for
Greathouse. For a player who has been
everybody's great back-up man. maybe
that elusive No. I is not so far in the
future. Only time will tell
FALCON TIDBITS: Split end Roger
Wallace sat out Saturday's scrimmage
with a polled leg muscle he suffered last
weak ki practice Wallace, who had three
receptions in the team's first
scrimmage hopes to get back into action

Mkkoy Cochrane

Coach Don Nehlen may have a barber
come into camp and snip some of the
long locks of hair from many of his
players. Several players could sign up
for a part in the musical production of
"Hair."
Guard Bob Martin has been a frequent
visitor to the Falcons' training site after
undergoing a successful knee operation
for the removal of damaged cartilage

